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Abstract The present study focuses on a series of carbazole
derivatives, which are being investigated as potential two-
photon fluorescent probes (TFP) for DNA detection and two-
photon bioimaging. The geometric structures, electronic
structures, and the one-photon (OPA) and two-photon (TPA)
absorption properties of 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium)
carbazole (BMVC) derivatives, as well as their dications and
diiodized derivatives, were studied using density functional
theory (DFT) and Zerner’s intermediate neglect of differential
overlap (ZINDO) method. The results showed that the TPA
spectra of the diiodized BMVC derivatives and their dications
are all found in the near-infrared region (NIR). At the same
time, the diiodized BMVC derivatives presented larger TPA
cross-sections than the neutral BMVC derivatives and the
dications. These theoretically derived values were also in
good agreement with their corresponding experimentally
observed values, and they indicated that the diiodized BMVC
may be the form of this TFP that combines with DNA. The
diiodized BMVC derivatives and the dications have the
potential to be excellent TPA materials, especially when used
as TFPs in nucleic acid imaging applications.

Keywords Iodized 3,6-bis(4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole
derivatives . One-photon absorption . Two-photon
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Introduction

Nonlinear optics (NLO) is a relatively new branch of optics.
Half a century since the laser was first demonstrated—which
led to the first explorations of NLO—the fundamental
principles of NLO and applications of NLO materials
have become hot research topics. Two-photon absorption
(TPA) is a third-order nonlinear absorption process involving
the simultaneous absorption of two either degenerate or
nondegenerate photons. TPA has various applications, such
as three-dimensional (3D) optical data storage [1, 2], 3D
optical imaging for biological systems [3, 4], 3D micro-
fabrication and early corrosion detection [5, 6], optical power
limiting [7], and photodynamic therapy [8]. In recent years,
researchers have paid great attention to the development of
TPA materials for use in the life sciences. In particular, two-
photon fluorescence microscopy (TPFM) has proven irre-
placeable when there is a need to perform live biological
tissue imaging without causing trauma [9–12]. TPFM has
many characteristics; for instance, it produces high-contrast
images, and it does not lead to `UV damage to biological
samples, photobleaching, or fluorescent interference outside
the focal plane [13–15], unlike traditional optical microscopy.
However, TPFM requires highly sensitive TPA molecules,
which presents a problem with biological applications of
TFPM, as most known TPA molecules are not biocompatible,
as they are often insoluble in water or are easily form
nonfluorescent aggregates in solution. As a result, highly
active two-photon excited fluorophores for DNA are rather
rare. Therefore, designing and synthesizing suitable two-
photon fluorescent probe (TFP) materials is an attractive line
of research. Very recently, Yu et al. synthesized a series of
compounds named 3,6-bis(4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole
derivatives, which exhibit good TPA properties and are
potentially efficient TFPs for DNA [16]. However, the
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electronic structure of these TFPs and their intrinsic inter-
actions with DNA remain unclear. In this work, we designed a
series of TFP molecules based on 3,6-carbazole derivatives.
Their one-photon absorption (OPA) spectra, their TPA
spectra, and the relationship between the structures of the
studied molecules and their one- and two-photon absorption
properties were studied theoretically. Comparing these calcu-
lated TPA spectra to the corresponding experimental data
[16], we were able to identify the actual form of the 3,6-
carbazole derivatives that combines with DNA. This research
should provide useful theoretical guidelines for designing and
synthesizing new TPA fluorescence probes with excellent
TPA properties.

Computational methods

The TPA process involves the simultaneous absorption of two
photons. The TPA efficiency of an organic molecule for an
optical frequencyw/2π can be characterized by the TPA cross-
section δ(w). This can be directly related to the imaginary part
of the third-order polarizability γ(−w; w, −w, w) [17, 18], as
shown in the following equation:

d wð Þ ¼ 3ħw2

2n2c2"0
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where γ(−w; w, w, −w) is the third-order polarizability, ħw is
the energy of the incoming photons, c is the speed of light, ε0
is the electric permittivity in a vacuum, n denotes the
refractive index of the medium, and L corresponds to the
local-field factor. In the calculations presented here, n and L
are set to 1 because we will consider isolated molecules in a
vacuum.

The sum-over-states (SOS) expression, which is used to
evaluate the components of the third-order polarizability γ
(−w; w, −w, w), can be deduced using perturbation theory. If
we consider a Taylor expansion of the energy with respect
to the applied field, the γαβγδ Cartesian components are
given in [19, 20].

To compare the calculated δ value with the experimental
value [16] measured in solution, the orientationally averaged
(isotropic) value of γ is evaluated, which is defined as

gh i ¼ 1
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In the present paper, the ground-state equilibrium
geometries of all molecules were optimized using the
DFT/B3LYP method, combining the 6-31+G(d) basis set
for the C, O, N, and H atoms with the DGDZVP basis set
for iodine atoms [21] in the Gaussian03 program [22].

Then, based on the optimized geometries, one-photon
absorption (OPA) spectra were calculated by the TDDFT//
B3LYP/6-31+G (d) and ZINDO methods, respectively. The
state dipole moment, transition dipole moment, and
transition energy were obtained by a single- and double-
electron excitation configuration interaction approach
employing the ZINDO method [23, 24]. For all molecules,
the CI-active spaces were restricted to the 30 highest
occupied and 30 lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals for
the singly excited configuration and the two highest
occupied and two lowest unoccupied orbitals for the doubly
excited configuration. The ZINDO method is often
employed to investigate one- or two-photon properties as
it provides a better description of the lowest-lying excited
states for large organic molecules or practical organic
molecules than ab initio methods and first-principles DFT
[25, 26]. We set up the FTRNLO program to calculate the
third-order polarizability γ and the TPA cross-section δ,
based on to Eqs. 1 and 2. An effective approach was used
to obtain the two-photon absorption that involved combin-
ing the SDCI method with the SOS formulae [21, 24, 27–
30] and Eqs. 1 and 2 in the ZINDO program.

Results and discussion

Molecular design and geometry optimization

Experimental research has confirmed that 3,6-bis(4-vinyl-
pyridinium) carbazole derivatives are potentially a type of
TFP [16]. However, the micromechanism of the interaction
between the structure of this type of TFP and DNA has not
yet been explained. Owing to the polarity of the water, the
variety of hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties of DNA,
and the iodine ions intrinsically present in the biological
system, the form of the fluorescent probe (ionized, neutral,
or iodized) that is loaded into biological tissues and
combines with DNA is as yet unclear. To investigate the
actual form of the probe that interacts with DNA, we
designed a series of TFP molecules (as shown in Fig. 1)
based on the 3,6-carbazole derivatives.

The chemical structures of the 3,6-bis(4-vinylpyridi-
nium) carbazole (BVC) derivatives considered in this work
are shown in Fig. 1 [31]. In order to study the effects of the
substituents on the TPA properties of these derivatives, a
series of 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole
(BMVC) derivatives were designed with substituents of
different sizes at the 9 position. At the same time, we also
designed a series of 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium)
carbazole dication (BMVC-C) derivatives and iodized 3,6-
bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole (BMVC-I) deriva-
tives (as shown in Fig. 1), in order to investigate how charge
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and the presence of iodine ion affect the electronic structures
and TPA properties of the derivatives.

For the BMVC-I1 and BMVC-I2 molecules of the
BMVC-I series, when the two iodine ions are on the same
side of the BMVC derivative when viewed in the direction
of one pyridinium group from the other pyridinium group,
the molecule is termed the cis-BMVC-I isomer; if the two
iodine ions are on opposite sides, the molecule is termed the
BMVC-I-trans isomer. We compared the total molecular
energies (calculated by DFT) of the two resulting series of
isomers in order to evaluate their stabilities. The energy of
BMVC-I1-cis with the R1 substituent is 3.8 kcal mol−1 less
than that of BMVC-I1-trans, and the energy of BMVC-I2-
cis with the R2 group is 2.8 kcal mol−1 less than that of
BMVC-I2-trans. These results indicate that the cis isomers
are more stable than the trans isomers. Frequency calculation
results for the cis-BMVC-I molecules with R1 and R2

substituents indicate that they have no imaginary
frequencies. Therefore, we will consider the cis isomers
rather than the trans isomers in the following discussion.

The B3LYP/6-31+G (d) method was used to obtain the
stable ground geometries of the molecules. The dihedral
angle between the central carbazole ring and the vinyl
group in the BMVC and BMVC-C molecules was found to
be close to 180°. However, this dihedral angle changed to
3.7° when position 9 received R4 as a substituent. In
addition, for BMVC-I1, BMVC-I2 and BMVC-I3, the
dihedral angle between the vinyl groups at the 3 and 6
positions and the central carbazole ring is about 12.6°, and
exhibits obvious distortion. The dihedral angle between the
substituents at the 3, 6, and 9 positions and the central
carbazole ring of molecule BMVC-I4 is about 9.0°. Such
small distortions (3–13°) can be overcome when the
molecules combine with DNA, so they would not prevent

Fig. 1 Chemical structures
of all of the molecules studied.
BVC: 3,6-bis(4-vinylpyridi-
nium) carbazole. BMVC: 3,6-
bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium)
carbazole. BMVC-C: 3,6-bis(1-
methyl-4-vinylpyridinium)
carbazole dication. BMVC-I:
diiodized 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-
vinylpyridinium) carbazole
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these molecules from yielding high quantum efficiencies
and being used as DNA molecular “light switches” [16].

One-photon absorption properties

First, based on the optimized geometry structures obtained
at the B3LYP/6-31+G (d) level, the OPA properties were
investigated using both ZINDO and TDDFT methods. The

wavelength of maximum OPA lOmax; the corresponding
oscillator strength ƒ, the transition properties, and the
corresponding experimental values [16] for the BMVC-I

series of molecules are listed in Table 1. The lOmax values
obtained using the two methods were very similar, and the

lOmax values for the BMVC-I series were also consistent
with the experimental values [16, 32]. This indicates that
the two methods are suitable for calculating these properties
of the studied molecules. Therefore, we calculated the OPA
properties of the BMVC and BMVC-C series with the same
methods. From Table 1, it is clear that there are two strong
OPA peaks for the BMVC series according to both the
TDDFT and ZINDO methods, which occur at around 400

nm and 350 nm. Li et al. reported that the lOmaxvalues of the
BVC series are about 380nm and 320 nm [32]. These
results show that the neutral BMVC molecules exhibit a
slight redshift relative to the BVC series due to the
introduction of the methyl groups. In addition, there is an
obvious redshift for the BMVC-C series relative to BMVC,
which may suggest that the N atoms on the 3- and 6-
vinylpyridinium groups are important sites. The absorption
peaks for the BMVC-C molecules as calculated by the
TDDFT method are primarily centered on 440 nm and 530
nm. However, there are other OPA peaks at around 600 nm
and 680 nm according to the ZINDO method. For the
BMVC-I series, OPA peaks at about 440 nm and 620 nm
were found by both the TDDFT and ZINDO methods, and
the maximum at 440 nm is in agreement with experimental
values [16].

Next, we assigned the transition nature to each main
OPA peak. In order to study the transition properties in
detail, we drew the contour surfaces of the frontier
molecular orbitals related to the OPA properties for the
BMVC, BMVC-C, and BMVC-I molecules (see Fig. 2). As
shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1, for the main HOMO→
LUMO electron transitions in the molecules BMVC1–
BMVC3 and the main HOMO→LUMO+2 electron tran-
sitions in the molecule BMVC4 in OPA, charge transfer
occurs from the 3- and 6-(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium)
substituents to the central carbazole ring. For BMVC-C
molecules, the main transitions with the largest oscillator
strengths occur from the HOMO, HOMO-1, and HOMO-4
to the LUMO in the OPA process, respectively, and the
main charge transfer occurs from the central ring to the 3-
and 6-(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) groups. Accordingly, it

also suggested that the N atoms in the 3- and 6-(1-methyl-
4-vinylpyridinium) groups are important sites. It is clear
from the orbital contours of BMVC-I1, BMVC-I2, and
BMVC-I3 and Table 1 their HOMO electron clouds are
centralized on the iodine ions of the ends of the molecule
(this corresponds to ca. 440 nm in the OPA spectrum).
Nevertheless, the electron clouds of the corresponding
LUMO are centered on average on the central carbazole
ring. For BMVC-I4, the OPA peak at 456 nm corresponds
to transitios from HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 to LUMO+3 and
LUMO+6, respectively. The electron clouds of HOMO-1
and HOMO-2 are mainly centered on the iodine ions of the
ends of the molecule during the OPA process, while the
electron clouds of LUMO+3 and LUMO+6 are located in
the substituent R4. Thus, this charge transfer must occur
from the iodine ions to the R4 group. This may also be
caused by the presence of the iodine ions. These results
confirm that the N atoms at the 3, 6, and 9 positions are
active sites.

Finally, from Table 1, we can also see that the oscillator
strengths f gradually increase as the alkyl chain increases
from BMVC-I1 to BMVC-I3 (i.e., its value is 0.42 for
BMVC-I1, 0.49 for BMVC-I2, and 0.56 for BMVC-I3).
This can be ascribed to the increasing electron-donating
capability of substituent R upon changing from BMVC-I1
to BMVC-I3. The substituent R4 of BMVC-I4 is an
electron-accepting group, Mulliken charge population anal-
ysis shows that the charge of R4 beside the iodine ion is
0.73 a.u., while the f value of BMVC-I4 is 0.22. Therefore,
we can conclude from the above analysis that the N atoms
in the 3- and 6-vinylpyridinium groups are activation sites.
Introducing iodine ions to these active sites has a significant
effect on the OPA properties of the molecule. On the other
hand, there is no obvious change in the OPA properties
when the N9 position in the central carbazole ring is
substituted with different alkyl groups.

Two-photon absorption properties

In this subsection, the TPA properties of all of the
molecules were studied using the ZINDO program in
combination with the SOS formulae [21, 24–30] and Eqs.
1 and 2; the accuracy of this approach has already been
validated in multiple studies [28, 33–35]. The calculated

wavelength of maximum TPA lTmax, the imaginary part of
the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility (Im γ), the
maximum TPA cross-section (dTmax), the corresponding
transition properties, components, and weights are collected
in Table 2. The TPA spectra are plotted in Fig. 3. The
contour surfaces of the frontier molecular orbitals related to
the TPA properties of each series are shown in Fig. 2. The
results indicate that the BVC molecules present TPA cross-
sections of <95 GM (1 GM = 10−50cm4 s photon−1) around
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Table 1 One-photon absorption properties of the studied molecules

Molecule lOmax (nm) f (ZINDO) Transition nature

Exp. [16]a TDDFT ZINDO

BMVC1 398.9 396.8 1.07 S0→S3 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO,0) 51.6%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 20.1%

346.2 361.8 0.63 S0→S6 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 14.6%

(HOMO-3,0) →(LUMO,0) 13.0%

(HOMO-2,0) →(LUMO+2,0) 10.2%

BMVC2 398.7 398.4 1.02 S0→S3 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO,0) 52.6%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 20.8%

349.7 360.5 0.57 S0→S6 (HOMO-3,0) →(LUMO,0) 16.8%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 12.9%

(HOMO,0) →(LUMO,0) 52.4%

BMVC3 398.7 398.0 1.02 S0→S3 (HUMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 21.4%

(HOMO-3,0) →(LUMO,0) 16.9%

349.9 360.3 0.58 S0→S6 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 12.7%

(HOMO,0) →(LUMO+2,0) 29.3%

BMVC4 404.3 415.5 1.03 S0→S7 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+2,0) 21.6%

(HOMO,0) →(LUMO,0) 15.6%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO,0) 16.3%

351.0 376.5 0.56 S0→S11 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO,0) 45.1%

BMVC-C1 674.8 1.11 S0→S1 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 30.1%

(HOMO,0) →(LUMO,0) 41.6%

601.7 0.49 S0→S2 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 37.6%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+6,0) 17.0%

515.5 516.8 0.02 S0→S3 (HOMO-2,0) →(LUMO,0) 16.8%

(HOMO,0) →(LUMO+6,0) 28.7%

438.6 410.8 0.11 S0→S6 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 27.8%

BMVC-C2 689.0 1.12 S0→S1 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO,0) 46.4%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 29.0%

608.5 0.51 S0→S2 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO,0) 39.9%

(HOMO,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 38.6%

538.7 521.7 0.02 S0→S3 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO+6,0) 17.5%

(HOMO-2,0) →(LUMO,0) 16.6%

442.2 412.5 0.11 S0→S6 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+6,0) 29.4%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 26.6%

BMVC-C3 691.2 1.12 S0→S1 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO,0) 46.4%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 29.0%

609.6 0.51 S0→S2 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 41.0%

(HOMO,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 38.6%

543.8 522.0 0.02 S0→S3 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO+6,0) 17.5%

(HOMO-2,0) →(LUMO,0) 16.7%

443.4 412.7 0.11 S0→S6 (HOMO,0) →(LUMO+7,0) 29.9%

(HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 26.3%

BMVC-C4 665.6 1.00 S0→S2 (HOMO-4,0) →(LUMO,0) 34.0%

(HOMO-3,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 30.4%

550.3 580.8 0.36 S0→S5 (HOMO-3,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 25.2%

(HOMO-2,0) →(LUMO+5,0) 24.2%

(HOMO-4,0) →(LUMO,0) 21.1%

455.4 405.6 0.08 S0→S16 (HOMO-3,0) →(LUMO+7,0) 23.8%
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640 nm. The TPA peaks of BMVCmolecules all occur around

615 nm, but dTmax is significantly greater for BMVC compared
to BVC (about threefold). We can conclude that introducing
the alkyl groups into the 3- and 6-vinylpyridinium groups and
at the 9 position of BVC can affect the TPA cross-section.

The transitions corresponding to lTmax are S0→S13 and
S0→S21, and mainly involve HOMO→LUMO+2 and
HOMO→LUMO+9 transitions. It can be seen from the
HOMO and LUMO+2 contour plots of BMVC1–BMVC3
that the electron transfer mainly occurs from the 3- and 6-(1-
methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) groups to the central carbazole
ring during the TPA process. For BMVC4, the main
transitions occur from HOMO to LUMO+9. The value of

dTmax is 604.7 GM, which is larger than those for BVC and
BMVC1–BMVC3. The electron density of LUMO+9 of

BMVC4 is concentrated on the central carbazole ring at the 9
position, which is obviously different from the LUMO
locations of BMVC1–BMVC3. This result shows that
introducing the iodine ion into molecules is an efficient way
to enlarge the TPA cross-section. This again confirms that the
N atoms of the vinylpyridinium groups are active sites. The

values of lTmax for the BMVC-C series are located at around
1200 nm, in the long near-infrared region, so they are
obviously redshifted relative to those of BVC and BMVC

molecules. The dTmax values for the BMVC-C series are about
five times larger than those of BVC molecules, and about 150

GM larger than those of the BMVC molecules. The dTmax
values of BMVC-C1, BMVC-C2, and BMVC-C3 gradually
increase as the electron-donating capability of the substituent
increases. The transitions corresponding to their maximal

Table 1 (continued)

Molecule lOmax (nm) f (ZINDO) Transition nature

Exp. [16]a TDDFT ZINDO

(HOMO-4,0) →(LUMO+1,0) 19.4%

BMVC-I1 612.1 620.6 0.50 S0→S3 (HOMO-1,0) →(LUMO,0) 60.3%
0.18b

452.0 437.0 438.0 0.42 S0→S9 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 17.1%
0.63b

BMVC-I2 458.0 612.6 623.7 0.51 S0→S3 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 61.4%

0.18b (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 16.0%

447.0 440.7 0.49 S0→S9 (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 16.4%

0.44 b (HOMO-3,0)→(LUMO,0) 16.2%

BMVC-I3 618.3 636.3 0.48 S0→S3 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 61.6%

0.14 b (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 15.6%

462.0 450.3 443.5 0.56 S0→S9 (HOMO-3,0)→(LUMO,0) 20.4%

0.44 b (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 11.2%

BMVC-I4 646.5 676.7 0.57 S0→S1 (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 75.8%

0.24 b (HOMO-1,HOMO-1)→(LUMO,LUMO) 12.4%

546.7 0.67 S0→S3 (HOMO-2,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 32.0%

(HOMO,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 26.0%

(HOMO-10,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 15.3%

454.0 442.4 456.3 0.22 S0→S12 (HOMO-2,0)→(LUMO+3,0) 41.1%

0.63 b (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO+6,0) 11.6%

a Experimental values obtained in ethanol
b Corresponding oscillator strength at the TDDFT level

lOmax wavelength of maximum OPA

f corresponding oscillator strength at the ZINDO level

Transition nature transition component and weight

BVC 3,6-bis(4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole

BMVC 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole

BMVC-C 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole dication

BMVC-I diiodized 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole

2362 J Mol Model (2012) 18:2357–2367



TPA cross-section values dTmaxare the low-energy transitions
S0→S2, and mainly comprise HOMO→LUMO and HOMO-
1→LUMO transitions. In the TPA process, the electron
clouds of the HOMOs are distributed mainly on the central
carbazole ring, while the LUMOs are mainly localized on the
3- and 6-(1-methyl-vinylpyridinium) groups. BMVC-C4,
with an electron-accepting group as the substituent R4, has
the smallest dTmaxvalue in the BMVC-C series, and the

transition corresponding to dTmax is the low-energy transition
S0→S6, relating to HOMO-2→LUMO+5. The electron cloud
distribution changes from the substituent R4 to the 3,6-bis(4-

vinylpyridinium) carbazole. The lTmax values of the BMVC-I

series are redshifted relative to those of the BVC and BMVC

series. The dTmaxvalues of the BMVC-I series decrease in the
order BMVC-I3 > BMVC-I2 > BMVC-I1 > BMVC-I4,
indicating that the dTmax values increase with the electron-
donating capability of the substituent. Due to its electron-

accepting substituent, the dTmax value of BMVC-I4 is smaller

than those of other molecules. The dTmax values of the BMVC-
I series are 7–10 times larger than those of the BVC series,
about three times larger than those of the BMVC series, and
twice as large as those of the BMVC-C series. In summary,
the cation and iodized forms of the molecules have enhanced
δ values compared to the others.

Fig. 2 Contour surfaces of the
frontier orbitals relevant to OPA
and TPA for the studied mole-
cules. a Contour surfaces of the
frontier orbitals relevant to OPA.
b Contour surfaces of the fron-
tier orbitals relevant to TPA

J Mol Model (2012) 18:2357–2367 2363



The NLO response is closely related to the bond length
alternation (BLA) [36, 37], which is defined as the average
difference in length between the single and double bonds in
the molecule. We calculated the BLA values of the BMVC-
I molecules and compared the behavior of the TPA cross-
section and BLA for the molecules studied. As shown in
Table 3, the results indicate that BLA increases in the order
BMVC-I3 < BMVC-I2 < BMVC-I1 < BMVC-I4, BMVC-
I3 < BMVC-C3 < BMVC3, while dTmax decreases in the
order BMVC-I3 > BMVC-I2 > BMVC-I1 > BMVC-I4 and
BMVC-I3 > BMVC-C3 > BMVC3. This indicates that the
smaller the BLA, the more conjugated the molecule, and
consequently the larger the TPA cross-section. In conclu-
sion, BMVC-I molecules have small BLA values, meaning

that BMVC-I molecules possess large dTmax values as well

as lTmax values in the near-infrared region.

Conclusions

In the paper, we theoretically investigated the geometric
structures, electronic structures, and the one- and two-photon
absorption properties of neutral molecules and cations of 3,6-
bis(4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole derivatives. The calculated
results indicate that the vinylpyridinium groups at the 3 and 6
positions of the carbazole and the N in each vinylpyridinium
group are all active sites, and changing the substituent at the
active site has a great effect on the TPA properties (including

Fig. 2 (continued)
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the TPA spectra) of the molecule. Introducing iodine ions into
the studied molecule also clearly changed the TPA cross-
section values. In addition, the BLA investigation of BMVC-I
suggested that BLA decreases as the electron-donating
capability of the substituent at the N9 position increases.
The more conjugated the molecule, the larger the TPA cross-

section. The BMVC-C and BMVC-I molecules were found to
have large TPA cross-sections in the NIR region, whichmakes
them promising NIR two-photon imaging materials. In
summary, the 3, 6, and 9 positions are the active sites when
the studied molecules interact with DNA as two-photon
fluorescent probes. Combining neutral molecules with DNA

Table 2 Two-photon absorption properties of the studied compounds

Molecule λmax
T (nm) Im γ (10−34 esu) dTmax (GM) Transition nature

BVC1 635.2 1854.4 76.0 S0→S4 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 54.8%

(HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 34.8%

BVC2 641.2 2367.4 95.2 S0→S4 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 57.8%

(HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 31.4%

BVC3 637.6 2083.2 84.3 S0→S4 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 56.3%

(HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 32.5%

BMVC1 613.8 5702.0 249.7 S0→S13 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 22.2%

(HOMO-2,0)→(LUMO+5,0) 10.1%

BMVC2 617.5 4796.9 207.5 S0→S13 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 20.7%

(HOMO-2,0)→(LUMO+5,0) 10.2%

BMVC3 617.5 4733.4 204.8 S0→S13 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 21.5%

BMVC4 615.6 13894.0 604.7 S0→S21 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+9,0) 17.4%

(HOMO,0)→(LUMO+10,0) 15.7%

BMVC-C1 1203.7 28830.7 328.2 S0→S2 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO,0) 41.6%

(HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 37.6%

BMVC-C2 1217.9 31975.4 355.6 S0→S2 (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 41.0%

(HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 38.6%

BMVC-C3 1217.9 32176.1 357.8 S0→S2 (HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO,0) 41.0%

(HOMO,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 38.6%

BMVC-C4 1156.6 26337.2 324.8 S0→S6 (HOMO-2,0)→(LUMO+5,0) 61.0%

(HOMO-3,0)→(LUMO+1,0) 12.4%

BMVC-I1 844.6 23055.0 533.1 S0→S12 (HOMO-3,0)→(LUMO,0) 24.5%
[550]a

BMVC-I2 851.5 32151.0 731.3 S0→S10 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+5,0) 26.4%

[670]a (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 18.9%

BMVC-I3 858.6 38651.6 864.7 S0→S10 (HOMO,0)→(LUMO+5,0) 28.2%

(HOMO-1,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 12.7%

BMVC-I4 851.5 23727.8 531.7 S0→S16 (HOMO-3,0)→(LUMO+2,0) 25.9%

(HOMO-4,0)→(LUMO,0) 18.4%

1 GM = 10−50 cm4 s photon−1

a Experimental values obtained in ethanol [16]

lTmax wavelength of maximum TPA

Im γ imaginary part of the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility

dTmax maximum TPA cross-section

Transition nature transition component and weight

BVC 3,6-bis(4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole

BMVC 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole

BMVC-C 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole dication

BMVC-I diiodized 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole
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will not produce DNA “light switch” effects. Among the
molecules studied, the BMVC-C and BMVC-I molecules are
most likely to combine with DNA as TFPs. Further studies

revealed that introducing another ion at the N positions
of the 3- and 6-vinylpyridinium groups can enhance the
TPA cross-section.

Fig. 3 Two-photon absorption spectra of the molecules studied. The
spectrum of BVC is from [31]. BVC: 3,6-bis(4-vinylpyridinium)
carbazole. BMVC: 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole.

BMVC-C: 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole dication.
BMVC-I: diiodized 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole

Table 3 Differences between the average lengths of single and double bonds for various molecules

Molecule Sum of all single
bond lengths (Å)

Average single
bond length (Å)

Sum of all double
bond lengths (Å)

Average double
bond length (Å)

BLAa (Å)

BMVC-I1 24.0829 1.4166 19.4014 1.3858 0.0308

BMVC-I2 24.0784 1.4164 19.4061 1.3862 0.0302

BMVC-I3 24.0753 1.4162 19.4087 1.3863 0.0299

BMVC-I4 24.0861 1.4168 19.4026 1.3859 0.0309

BMVC-C3 23.9566 1.4092 16.6754 1.3472 0.0620

BMVC3 29.3192 1.4660 17.9534 1.3810 0.0850

a Difference between the average length of a single bond and that of a double bond

BMVC-I diiodized 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole

BMVC-C 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole dication

BMVC 3,6-bis(1-methyl-4-vinylpyridinium) carbazole
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